
Classic Poems with
Metaphors

1. "The Road Not Taken" by Robert Frost

Metaphors:

● “Two roads diverged in a yellow wood” - Opening line: Represents life's choices

and diverging paths.

● “And sorry I could not travel both” - First stanza: Symbolizes the inevitability of

making decisions and the impossibility of experiencing all life paths.

● “I took the one less traveled by” - Last stanza: Implies choosing a unique, less

conventional path in life.

2. "O Captain! My Captain!" byWalt Whitman

Metaphors:

● “O Captain! My Captain!” - Throughout the poem: Represents Abraham Lincoln

as the leader of the nation.

● “The ship has weather’d every rack” - First stanza: Symbolizes the United States

enduring the Civil War.

● “The port is near, the bells I hear” - Second stanza: Indicates the end of the Civil

War and a return to peace.

3. "Hope is the Thing with Feathers" by Emily Dickinson

Metaphors:



● “Hope is the thing with feathers” - Opening line: Likens hope to a bird,

suggesting its ability to uplift.

● “That perches in the soul” - First stanza: Implies hope residing within the human

spirit.

● “And sings the tune without the words” - First stanza: Represents the ineffable

quality of hope.

4. "The New Colossus" by Emma Lazarus

Metaphors:

● “The Mother of Exiles” - Second stanza: Depicts the Statue of Liberty as a

welcoming figure to immigrants.

● “A mighty woman with a torch” - First stanza: Symbolizes guidance and hope for

newcomers.

● “Her beacon-hand” - Third stanza: Represents the light of freedom and

opportunity.

5. "MendingWall" by Robert Frost

Metaphors:

● “Something there is that doesn't love a wall” - Opening line: Suggests a natural

aversion to barriers.

● “Good fences make good neighbors” - Repeated line: Explores the paradox of

separation fostering good relations.

● “Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top” - Throughout the poem: Implies the

effort involved in maintaining divisions.

6. "Daffodils" byWilliamWordsworth

Metaphors:



● “A host, of golden daffodils” - First stanza: Likens a group of flowers to a lively

gathering.

● “Fluttering and dancing in the breeze” - Second stanza: Suggests the flowers'

movement is akin to dancing.

● “They stretched in never-ending line” - Third stanza: Depicts the vastness and

continuity of nature.

7. "Do Not Go Gentle into That Good Night" by Dylan

Thomas

Metaphors:

● “That good night” - Refrain: Represents death.

● “Rage, rage against the dying of the light” - Refrain: Symbolizes fighting against

the end of life.

● “Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight” - Third stanza: Illustrates

people who lived passionately.
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